<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOWNHILL</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>XC SPORT</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPER ENDURO</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>KIDS</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALL MOUNTAIN / ENDURO</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>e-MTB / ALL MOUNTAIN</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XC RACE</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>e-MTB / TRAIL</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XC PRO</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>CREDITS</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Mondraker bike that has been sprayed with champagne more times. As a result of the countless successes from our MS Mondraker official Team, it has conquered World Cups, World Championships, European and National races. The Summum is not only the choice of champions like the MS stars Laurie Greenland, Brook MacDonald and Mike Jones and all the co-Factory Team, but it has also proved to be the fastest bike on earth after Markus Stoëckl achieved a new speed record.
MONDRAKER STEALTH FULL CARBON, FORWARD GEOMETRY FRAME • MONDRAKER ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 205 mm • FOX 40 27.5 FLOAT FIT GRIP2 HSC HSR LSR LSR EVOL FACTORY 203 mm FORK • FOX DHX2 FACTORY KASHIMA SLS SPRING REAR SHOCK • SHIMANO SAINT 203 mm BRAKES • SHIMANO SAINT DRIVETRAIN

Frame available
Adjustable Geometry Kit included
FG10 stem available
SUMMUM CARBON PRO

ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM
STEALTH SIDE CARBON STRUCTURE
FORWARD GEOMETRY

Ø 27.5

MONDRAKER STEALTH FULL CARBON, FORWARD GEOMETRY FRAME • MONDRAKER ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 205 mm • FOX 40 275 FLOAT GRIP LSC EVOL PERFORMANCE ELITE 203 mm FORK • FOX DHX2 PERFORMANCE ELITE REAR SHOCK • SHIMANO ZEE DRIVETRAIN • DT SWISS FR560 TLR RIMS

Adjustable Geometry Kit as optional available
FG10 stem available
SUMMUM PRO

ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM
STEALTH SIDE ALLOY STRUCTURE
FORWARD GEOMETRY
Ø 275

MONDRAKER STEALTH, FORWARD GEOMETRY FRAME • MONDRAKER ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 205 mm • FOX 40 27.5 FLOAT GRIP LSC EVOL PERFORMANCE ELITE 203 mm FORK • FOX DHX2 PERFORMANCE ELITE REAR SHOCK • SHIMANO ZEE DRIVETRAIN • DT SWISS FR560 TLR RIMS
Adjustable Geometry Kit as optional available
FG10 stem available

SUMMUM

ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM
STEALTH SIDE ALLOY STRUCTURE
FORWARD GEOMETRY
Ø 275

MONDRAKER STEALTH, FORWARD GEOMETRY FRAME • MONDRAKER ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 205 mm • ROCKSHOX BOXXER RC CHARGER 275 BOOST 200 mm FORK • FOX VAN LSC PERFORMANCE REAR SHOCK • SRAM CODE R 200 mm BRAKES • MAXXIS MINION DHR II SUPERTACKY COMPOUND 275X2.4 TIRES
Adjustable Geometry Kit as optional available
FG10 stem available
Perhaps our most playful bike. The new 2019 Dune range has now increased its travel up to 170 mm front and rear as well as adopted metric sized shocks with Trunnion mount that provide more absorption, suppleness and stiffness to the rear end.

Best choice for Enduro Racing, it can also be the perfect bike to enjoy at Bike Parks due to its remarkable liveliness with 275 wheels.
**DUNE CARBON XR**

ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM  
STEALTH SIDE CARBON STRUCTURE  
FORWARD GEOMETRY  
Ø 275  

MONDRAKER STEALTH FULL CARBON, FORWARD GEOMETRY FRAME  
MONDRAKER ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 170 mm  
FOX 36 275 FLOAT FITGRIP2 HSC, LSC, HSR, LSR FACTORY 170 mm FORK  
FOX DHX2 2POS LEVER FACTORY KASHIMA SLS SPRING REAR SHOCK  
DT EX1501 SPLINE ONE F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET  
SRAM X01/X1 EAGLE 1X12S, CARBON DRIVETRAIN  

Frame available  
Adjustable Geometry Kit included  
FG10 stem available
DUNE CARBON R

ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM
STEALTH SIDE CARBON STRUCTURE
FORWARD GEOMETRY
Ø 27.5

MONDRAKER STEALTH FULL CARBON, FORWARD GEOMETRY FRAME • MONDRAKER ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 170 mm • FOX 36 27.5 FLOAT GRIP 3POS EVOL PERFORMANCE BOOST 170 mm FORK • FOX FLOAT X2 2POS LEVER PERFORMANCE REAR SHOCK • DT E1900 30 mm F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET • SRAM NX EAGLE 1X12S, DRIVETRAIN
MONDRAKER STEALTH, FORWARD GEOMETRY FRAME • MONDRAKER ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 170 mm • FOX 36 27.5 FLOAT GRIP 3POS EVOL PERFORMANCE BOOST 170 mm FORK • FOX FLOAT DPX2 LV EVOL 3POS LEVER PERFORMANCE REAR SHOCK • DT E1900 30 mm F15x110 / R12x148 WHEELSET • SRAM GX EAGLE 1X12S. DRIVETRAIN

DUNE R
ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM
STEALTH SIDE ALLOY STRUCTURE
FORWARD GEOMETRY
Ø 275

Frame available
FG10 stem available

DUNE
ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM
STEALTH SIDE ALLOY STRUCTURE
FORWARD GEOMETRY
Ø 275

MONDRAKER STEALTH, FORWARD GEOMETRY FRAME • MONDRAKER ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 170 mm • ROCKSHOX YARI 27.5 RC DEBOUNCE BOOST 170 mm FORK • FOX FLOAT DPX2 LV EVOL 3POS LEVER PERFORMANCE REAR SHOCK • MDK-EP1 TLR ASYS27 F15x110 / R12x148 WHEELSET • ONOFF PIJA INTERNAL SEATPOST
THE BIKE. Our flagship model introduces a completely new sibling with 29-inch wheels. Far from expected with 29ers, it even improves all Mondraker key features: agile and stable thanks to our Forward Geometry concept now complemented with short-offset forks, more responsive kinematics with optimized Zero Suspension System and 150 mm travel, and exclusive Stealth Air Carbon manufacturing process.

Surely our most efficient and fastest bike within the range.
FOXY CARBON XR 29

ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM
STEALTH CARBON AIR
FORWARD GEOMETRY
Ø 29

MONDRAKER STEALTH AIR FULL CARBON FORWARD GEOMETRY FRAME • MONDRAKER ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 150 mm • FOX 36 29 FLOAT FITGRIP2 HSC, LSC, HSR, LSR FACTORY 160 mm FORK • FOX DHX2 2POS LEVER FACTORY KASHIMA SLS SPRING REAR SHOCK • DT EX1501 SPLINE ONE F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET • SRAM X01 EAGLE 1X12S, CARBON DRIVETRAIN

Frame available
Adjustable Geometry Kit included
FG10 stem available
MONDRAKER STEALTH AIR FULL CARBON FORWARD GEOMETRY FRAME • MONDRAKER ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 150 mm • FOX 36 29 FLOAT FIT4 3POS FACTORY 160 mm FORK • FOX DPX2 3POS FACTORY KASHIMA REAR SHOCK • DT E1700 SPLINE F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET • SRAM X01/X1 EAGLE 1X12S

MONDRAKER STEALTH AIR FULL CARBON FORWARD GEOMETRY FRAME • MONDRAKER ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 150 mm • FOX 36 29 GRIP 3POS PERFORMANCE 160 mm FORK • FOX DPX2 3POS PERFORMANCE REAR SHOCK • DT E1900 SPLINE F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET • SRAM NX EAGLE 1X12S

Frame available
MONDRAKER STEALTH ALLOY FORWARD GEOMETRY FRAME  •  MONDRAKER ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 150 mm  •  ROCKSHOX LYRIC 29 RC DEBONAIR 160 mm FORK  •  ROCKSHOX SUPERDELUXE COIL RCT REAR SHOCK  •  DT E1900 SPLINE F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET  •  SRAM GX/NX EAGLE 1X12S

Frame available
FG10 stem available

MONDRAKER STEALTH ALLOY FORWARD GEOMETRY FRAME  •  MONDRAKER ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 150 mm  •  ROCKSHOX YARI 29 RC DEBONAIR 160 mm FORK  •  ROCKSHOX DELUXE RL REAR SHOCK  •  SHIMANO MT501 203/180 mm BRAKES  •  SRAM NX EAGLE 1X12S.

FOXY XR 29
ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM
STEALTH SIDE ALLOY STRUCTURE
FORWARD GEOMETRY
Ø 29

FOXY 29
ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM
STEALTH SIDE ALLOY STRUCTURE
FORWARD GEOMETRY
Ø 29
FOXY CARBON 29
THE BIKE. THE RIDER.
MONDRAKER STEALTH FULL CARBON FORWARD GEOMETRY FRAME  •  MONDRAKER ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 150 mm  •  ROCKSHOX REVELATION 27.5 RC DEBONAIR BOOST 150 mm FORK  •  ROCKSHOX SUPERDELUXE RC3 TRUNNION MOUNT REAR SHOCK  •  DT E1700 SPLINE F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET  •  SRAM GX EAGLE/DESCENDANT CARBON 1X12S. DRIVETRAIN

Frame available
Adjustable Geometry Kit included
FG10 stem available

FOXY CARBON XR 27.5
ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM
STEALTH SIDE CARBON STRUCTURE
FORWARD GEOMETRY
Ø 275

MONDRAKER STEALTH FULL CARBON FORWARD GEOMETRY FRAME  •  MONDRAKER ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 150 mm  •  ROCKSHOX REVELATION 27.5 RC DEBONAIR BOOST 150 mm FORK  •  ROCKSHOX DELUXE RL TRUNNION MOUNT REAR SHOCK  •  MAVIC XA 30 mm F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET  •  SRAM NX EAGLE 1X12S
MONDRAKER STEALTH ALLOY FORWARD GEOMETRY FRAME • MONDRAKER ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 150 mm • FOX 36 27.5 GRIP 3POS PERFORMANCE 180 mm FORK • FOX DPX2 3POS PERFORMANCE REAR SHOCK • DT E1900 SPLINE F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET • SRAM GX EAGLE/TRUVATIV DESCENDANT 1X12S

Frame available
FG10 stem available
Podium Carbon represents how Mondraker understands the highest level of Cross Country Racing. The favorite bike for our Primaflor-Mondraker UCI Elite XC team that allows our riders to fight for every World Cup race. Maybe, the best performance bike in the market able to combine high efficiency together with a unique look.

The development of Stealth Air Carbon technology is able to manufacture a sub-900 g frame, ensuring that Podium translates every pedal stroke into direct forward movement. At the same time, the patented IST integrated stem technology provides superior precision and stiffness to the bike's front end.
PODIUM CARBON RR

STEALTH CARBON AIR
IST EVO
FLAT STAYS
Ø 29

MONDRAKER STEALTH AIR FULL CARBON FRAME • IST EVO INTEGRATED STEM TECHNOLOGY • FOX 32 SC FLOAT 29 REMOTE FIT4 FACTORY
KASHIMA BOOST 100 mm FORK • MAVIC CROSSMAX PRO 29 F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET • SRAM XX1/X01 EAGLE 1X12S. DRIVETRAIN • SRAM LEVEL
TLM 160 mm BRAKES

Frame available
MONDRAKER STEALTH AIR FULL CARBON FRAME • IST EVO INTEGRATED STEM TECHNOLOGY • FOX 32 SC FLOAT 29 REMOTE FIT4 PERFORMANCE BOOST 100 mm FORK • MAVIC CROSSMAX ELITE 29 F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET • SRAM XO EAGLE / TRUVATIV STYLO CARBON 1X12S. DRIVETRAIN • SRAM LEVEL TLM 160 mm BRAKES

PODIUM CARBON
STEALTH CARBON AIR
IST EVO
FLAT STAYS
Ø 29

MONDRAKER STEALTH AIR FULL CARBON FRAME • IST EVO INTEGRATED STEM TECHNOLOGY • ROCKSHOX SID 29 RL REMOTE BOOST 100 mm FORK • MAVIC CROSSMAX TUBELESS 29 F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET • SRAM NX EAGLE/TRUVATIV STYLO 7K 1X12S. DRIVETRAIN • SRAM LEVEL T 160 mm BRAKES

PODIUM CARBON R
STEALTH CARBON AIR
IST EVO
FLAT STAYS
Ø 29
First step into XC racing; the new Chrono Carbon is born following the traces of the current Podium Carbon, preserving its high performance.

With a frame weight of just 1.150 g, it takes advantage of our XC Forward Geometry concept, Stealth Carbon technology and FlatStays seat stays for the most compliant ride, giving the early XC-racer a bike with improved handling and stability.
MONDRAKER STEALTH FULL CARBON FRAME • ROCKSHOX SID 29 RL REMOTE 100 mm FORK • MAVIC CROSSMAX 29 F15X100 / R12X148 WHEELSET • SRAM GX EAGLE/ TRUVATIV STYLO 7K 1X12S. DRIVETRAIN • SHIMANO MT501 160 mm DISC BRAKES
MONDRAKER STEALTH FULL CARBON FRAME • FOX 32 RHYTHM 29 GRIP REMOTE BOOST 100 mm FORK • MDK-XP1 29 TLR F15X100 / R12X148 WHEELSET • SRAM NX EAGLE 1X12S. DRIVETRAIN • SHIMANO MT501 160 mm DISC BRAKES

CHRONO CARBON
STEALTH SIDE CARBON STRUCTURE
FLAT STAYS
Ø 29

MONDRAKER XTRALITE FULL BUTTED, AVANT GEOMETRY FRAME • FOX 32 RHYTHM 29 GRIP REMOTE BOOST 100 mm FORK • SHIMANO M-385 160 mm BRAKES • MDK-XP1 29 TLR F15X100 / R12X148 WHEELSET • SRAM NX EAGLE 1X12S. DRIVETRAIN

CHRONO RR
AVANT GEOMETRY
XTRALITE SUPER LIGHT TUBING
FLAT STAYS
Ø 29
**CHRONO R**

AVANT GEOMETRY  
XTRALITE SUPER LIGHT TUBING  
FLAT STAYS  
Ø 29

MONDRAKER XTRALITE FULL BUTTED, AVANT GEOMETRY FRAME  •  ROCKSHOX JUDY 29 TK SOLO AIR BOOST REMOTE 100 mm FORK  •  SHIMANO M-365 160 mm BRAKES  •  MDK-XPI 29 TLR WHEELSET  •  SRAM NX EAGLE 1X12S. DRIVETRAIN

**CHRONO**

AVANT GEOMETRY  
XTRALITE SUPER LIGHT TUBING  
FLAT STAYS  
Ø 29

MONDRAKER XTRALITE FULL BUTTED, AVANT GEOMETRY FRAME  •  ROCKSHOX 30 SILVER TK 29 SOLO AIR BOOST REMOTE 100 mm FORK  •  SHIMANO M-201 160 mm BRAKES  •  MDK-XPI 29 TLR WHEELSET  •  SRAM NX 1X11S. DRIVETRAIN
Our Sport range reveals a category of sportive mountain bikes developed with the same inspiration than our top models. They are the perfect option for the everyday rider that wants to stay fit on the bike. Featuring the Avant Geometry makes you feel really confident from the first moment, no matter if you are on the trail or in the mountain. The Phase and Neva surely will provide a lot of fun, great handling and of course a great design.
PHASE S 29

AVANT GEOMETRY
CUSTOLITE CUSTOMIZED TUBING
Ø 29

MONDRAKER CUSTOLITE TRIPLE BUTTED ALLOY, AVANT GEOMETRY FRAME • SUNTOUR XCM 29 RL REMOTE 100 mm FORK • TEKTRO HDM-275 160 mm HYDRAULIC DISC BRAKES • SHIMANO DEORE 2X10S. DRIVETRAIN • KENDA SLANT SIX 29X2.35 TIRES
MONDRAKER CUSTOLITE TRIPLE BUTTED ALLOY, AVANT GEOMETRY FRAME • SUNTOUR XCT 29 HYDRAULIC LOCK OUT 100 mm FORK • TEKTRO HDM-275 160 mm HYDRAULIC DISC BRAKES • SHIMANO MT100 CRANKSET / SHIMANO ALIVIO RD 3X9S. DRIVETRAIN • KENDA SLANT SIX 29X2.35 TIRES

PHASE 29
AVANT GEOMETRY
CUSTOLITE CUSTOMIZED TUBING
Ø 29

MONDRAKER CUSTOLITE CUSTOMIZED TUBING ALLOY, AVANT GEOMETRY FRAME • SUNTOUR XCT 27.5 HYDRAULIC LOCK OUT 100 mm FORK • TEKTRO HDM-275 160 mm HYDRAULIC DISC BRAKES • SHIMANO MT100 CRANKSET / SHIMANO ALIVIO RD 3X9S. DRIVETRAIN • KENDA SLANT SIX 27.5X2.35 TIRES

PHASE 27.5
AVANT GEOMETRY
CUSTOLITE CUSTOMIZED TUBING
Ø 27.5
NEVA S
AVANT GEOMETRY
CUSTOLITE CUSTOMIZED TUBING
Ø 275

MONDRAKER CUSTOLITE CUSTOMIZED TUBING ALLOY, AVANT GEOMETRY FRAME • SUNTOUR XCM 27.5
RL REMOTE 100 mm FORK • TEKTRO HDM-276 160 mm HYDRAULIC DISC BRAKES • SHIMANO DEORE
2X10S. DRIVETRAIN • KENDA SLANT SIX 27.5X2.35 TIRES

NEVA
AVANT GEOMETRY
CUSTOLITE CUSTOMIZED TUBING
Ø 275

MONDRAKER CUSTOLITE CUSTOMIZED TUBING ALLOY, AVANT GEOMETRY FRAME • SUNTOUR XCT 27.5
HYDRAULIC LOCK OUT 100 mm FORK • TEKTRO HDM-276 160 mm HYDRAULIC DISC BRAKES • SHIMANO
MT100 CRANKSET / SHIMANO ALIVIO RD 3X9S. DRIVETRAIN • KENDA SLANT SIX 27.5X2.35 TIRES
Kids want action and our kids bikes offer exactly that, combined with a huge fun factor and cool design. From the Leader models with different wheel sizes to the full suspension Factors, a.k.a. ‘mini Foxy’; all of them are carefully developed keeping in mind, what the youngest riders really want.

Our award winning Factor models are truly unique kids bikes. The incredible performance is the result of many details, and every detail on that bike is thought and made for the need of kids. It is super lightweight and packed with features allowing the young rider to get into the mountainbike sport with a maximum of confidence and action. Impossible to get bored.
Mondraker 26” Stealth 2.0 Zero Suspension System 90 mm • RockShox 30 Gold TK Solo Air 100 mm Fork • RockShox Monarch R Rear Shock • Shimano MT-501 160 mm Brakes • Kenda Small Block Eight 26x2.35 Tires
Factor 24

Zero Suspension System
Stealth Side Alloy Structure 2.0
Forward Geometry
Ø 24

Leader 24

Custolite Customized Tubing
Ø 24

Mondraker 24" Stealth 2.0 Zero Suspension System 90 mm • 26" Wheels Compatible • RockShox 30 Gold TK Solo Air 80 mm Fork • RockShox Monarch R Rear Shock • Shimano MT-501 160 mm Brakes • SRAM SRAM NX1 1x11s Drivetrain

Mondraker Custolite 7005 Butted 24" Frame • Semi-Integrated Aheadset • SunTour M3010 50 mm Fork • Shimano Altus RD 1x8s. Drivetrain • Kenda Small Block Eight 24x2.1 Tires
LEADER 20

MONDRAKER CUSTOLITE 7005 BUTTED 20" FRAME • SEMI-INTEGRATED AHEADSET • MDK 20" KID ALLOY + CR-MO FORK • SHIMANO RD-TY300 + 6S REVOSHIFT SL SHIFTERS • MONDRAKER KIDS COMPONENTS

Ø 20

LEADER 16

MONDRAKER CUSTOLITE 7005 BUTTED 16" FRAME • SEMI-INTEGRATED AHEADSET • MDK 16" KID ALLOY + CR-MO FORK • SHIMANO RD-TY300 + 6S REVOSHIFT SL SHIFTERS • MONDRAKER KIDS COMPONENTS

Ø 16
We put everything we know about performance Mountainbikes into our e-MTB’s. That’s why our Crafty and Level bikes have no room for compromises, they are simply made for real e-mountainbiking. The Zero Suspension System and the Forward Geometry work incredibly well, allowing the rider to perform the way he wants and pushing him to the next level.

The Crusher Carbon combines the most refined integrated carbon design, along with the best kinematics and geometry in its class, powered by the Shimano Steps E8000 system. The Crusher has it all and delivers extraordinary e-performance to the most ambitious riders, in any terrain and under all conditions. This is the future of true performance e-mountain biking, available today.
MONDRAKER STEALTH FULL CARBON, FORWARD GEOMETRY, ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 150 mm FRAME • SHIMANO STEPS E8000 W/ INTEGRATED 504 WH BATTERY SYSTEM • FOX 36 27.5+ FLOAT FITGRIP2 HSC LSC HSR LSR EBIKE OPTIMIZED FACTORY 170 mm FORK • FOX FLOAT DPX2 LV EVOL 3POS LEVER FACTORY KASHIMA TRUNNION MOUNT REAR SHOCK • SRAM EX1 11-48T 8S. DRIVETRAIN • SHIMANO SAINT 203 mm DISC BRAKES

CRUSHER CARBON XR+
ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM
STEALTH SIDE CARBON STRUCTURE
FORWARD GEOMETRY

- 150 kg system weight
- Ø 275+
CRUSHER CARBON R+

- ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM
- STEALTH SIDE CARBON STRUCTURE
- FORWARD GEOMETRY
- 150 kg system weight
- Ø 275+

MONDRAKER STEALTH FULL CARBON, FORWARD GEOMETRY, ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 150 mm FRAME • SHIMANO STEPS E8000 W/INTEGRATED 504 WH BATTERY SYSTEM • FOX 36 275+ RHYTHM GRIP EBIKE OPTIMIZED 160 mm FORK • FOX FLOAT DPX2 LV EVOL 3POS LEVER PERFORMANCE TRUNNION MOUNT REAR SHOCK • DT HYBRID H1900 SPLINE 35 mm F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET • SRAM NX EAGLE 1X12, DRIVETRAIN
LEVEL RR

ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM
STEALTH SIDE ALLOY STRUCTURE
FORWARD GEOMETRY

- 150 kg system weight

Ø 29

LEVEL R

ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM
STEALTH SIDE ALLOY STRUCTURE
FORWARD GEOMETRY

- 150 kg system weight

Ø 29

MONDRAKER STEALTH ALLOY, FORWARD GEOMETRY, ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 160 mm FRAME • BOSCH PERFORMANCE LINE CX W/POWERTUBE 500 WH BOSCH INTEGRATED BATTERY SYSTEM • FOX 36 29 FLOAT FITGRIP2 FACTORY KASHIMA EBike Optimized Boost 170 mm FORK • FOX DHX2 2POS LEVER FACTORY KASHIMA SLS SPRING REAR SHOCK • DT SWISS HYBRID H1501 30 mm F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET • SRAM EX1 11-48T 8S. DRIVETRAIN

MONDRAKER STEALTH ALLOY, FORWARD GEOMETRY, ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 160 mm FRAME • BOSCH PERFORMANCE LINE CX W/POWERTUBE 500 WH BOSCH INTEGRATED BATTERY SYSTEM • FOX 36 29 RHYTHM GRIP EBike Optimized 170 mm FORK • FOX DHX2 2POS LEVER PERFORMANCE REAR SHOCK • DT HYBRID H1900 SPLINE 30 mm F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET • SHIMANO MT520 FOUR PISTONS 203 mm DISC BRAKES
CRAFTY RR+

ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM
STEALTH SIDE ALLOY STRUCTURE
FORWARD GEOMETRY

- 150 kg system weight

ø 275+

MONDRAKER STEALTH ALLOY, FORWARD GEOMETRY, ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 150 mm FRAME • BOSCH PERFORMANCE LINE CX W/POWERTUBE 500 WH BOSCH INTEGRATED BATTERY SYSTEM • FOX 36 275+ FLOAT FIT4 3POS EBike Optimized Factory Kashima Boost 160 mm FORK • FOX FLOAT DPX2 LV EVOL 3POS LEVER PERFORMANCE TRUHNION MOUNT REAR SHOCK • DT SWISS HYBRID H1900 35 mm F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET • SRAM CODE R 200 mm BRAKES
CRAFTY R+ / BLACK

ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM
STEALTH SIDE ALLOY STRUCTURE
FORWARD GEOMETRY

- 150 kg system weight
- Ø 275+

MONDRAKER STEALTH ALLOY, FORWARD GEOMETRY, ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 150 mm FRAME • BOSCH PERFORMANCE LINE CX WITH POWERTUBE 500 WH BOSCH INTEGRATED BATTERY SYSTEM • FOX 36 275+ RHYTHM GRIP EBIKE OPTIMIZED 160 mm FORK • FOX FLOAT DPX2 LV EVOL 3POS LEVER PERFORMANCE TRUNNION MOUNT REAR SHOCK • DT SWISS HYBRID H1900 35 mm F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET • SHIMANO MT520 FOUR PISTONS 203 mm DISC BRAKES

CRAFTY R+ / BLUE

ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM
STEALTH SIDE ALLOY STRUCTURE
FORWARD GEOMETRY

- 150 kg system weight
- Ø 275+

MONDRAKER STEALTH ALLOY, FORWARD GEOMETRY, ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 150 mm FRAME • BOSCH PERFORMANCE LINE CX WITH POWERTUBE 500 WH BOSCH INTEGRATED BATTERY SYSTEM • FOX 36 275+ RHYTHM GRIP EBIKE OPTIMIZED 160 mm FORK • FOX FLOAT DPX2 LV EVOL 3POS LEVER PERFORMANCE TRUNNION MOUNT REAR SHOCK • DT SWISS HYBRID H1900 35 mm F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET • SHIMANO MT520 FOUR PISTONS 203 mm DISC BRAKES
e-MTB for everyone; the new Prime and Chaser models offer the best compromise for all kind of riders, yet including all Mondraker key technologies. The beautifully finished Stealth Alloy frame is combined with lots of technical features that will guarantee a maximum of comfort and a great handling in any terrain. The Prime and Chaser are not asking the rider for a lot of technical skills, they’ll do the work and just want you to enjoy the ride.
CHASER XR+

ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM
STEALTH SIDE ALLOY STRUCTURE
FORWARD GEOMETRY

- 150 kg system weight
- Ø 275+

MONDRAKER STEALTH ALLOY, FORWARD GEOMETRY, ZERO SUSPENSION SYSTEM, 130 mm FRAME • BOSCH PERFORMANCE LINE CX W/POWERTUBE 500 WH BOSCH INTEGRATED BATTERY SYSTEM • ROCKSHOX REVELATION 27.5+ RC DEBONAIR BOOST 150 mm FORK • DT SWISS HYBRID H1900 35 mm F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET • SHIMANO MT501 203 mm BRAKES • ONOFF PIJA INTERNAL SEATPOST
Mondraker Stealth Alloy, Forward Geometry, Zero Suspension System, 130 mm Frame • Bosch Performance Line CX w/PowerTube 500 Wh Bosch Integrated Battery System • RockShox Recon RL 27.5+ RL Solo Air Boost 140 mm Fork • Shimano MT501 203 mm Brakes • DT Swiss Hybrid H1900 35 mm F15x110 / R12x148 Wheelset • OnOff PiJa Internal Seatpost

CHASER + / BLACK

Zero Suspension System
Stealth Side Alloy Structure
Forward Geometry

150 kg system weight
Ø 275+

CHASER + / LIGHT BLUE

Zero Suspension System
Stealth Side Alloy Structure
Forward Geometry

150 kg system weight
Ø 275+

Mondraker Stealth Alloy, Forward Geometry, Zero Suspension System, 130 mm Frame • Bosch Performance Line CX w/PowerTube 500 Wh Bosch Integrated Battery System • RockShox Recon RL 27.5+ RL Solo Air Boost 140 mm Fork • Shimano MT501 203 mm Brakes • DT Swiss Hybrid H1900 35 mm F15x110 / R12x148 Wheelset • OnOff PiJa Internal Seatpost
**PANZER R**

STEALTH SIDE ALLOY STRUCTURE 2.0
FORWARD GEOMETRY

- 150 kg system weight
- ø 26

**PRIME CARBON SX+**

STEALTH SIDE CARBON STRUCTURE
FORWARD GEOMETRY
FLAT STAYS

- 150 kg system weight
- ø 275+

MONDRAKER STEALTH 2.0 FORWARD GEOMETRY FRAME • BOSCH PERFORMANCE LINE CX W/ POWERPACK
500 WH BOSCH BATTERY SYSTEM • ROCKSHOX BLUTO RL 15X150 mm 120 mm FORK • DT SWISS BR2250 WHEELSET • SHIMANO MT520 FOUR PISTONS 203 mm DISC BRAKES • ONOFF PIFA INTERNAL SEATPOST

MONDRAKER STEALTH FULL CARBON FORWARD GEOMETRY FRAME • BOSCH PERFORMANCE SPEED 45KM/H W/POWERPACK 500 WH BOSCH BATTERY SYSTEM • DT SWISS HYBRID H1900 35 mm F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET • BUMM LIGHT SYSTEM • MAGURA MT5E SPECIFIC SPEED DISC BRAKES • SCHWALBE SUPER MOTO-X 275X2.8 TIRES
MONDRAKER XTRALITE FULL BUTTED ALLOY FORWARD GEOMETRY • BOSCH PERFORMANCE LINE CX W/POWERTUBE 600WH BOSCH INTEGRATED BATTERY SYSTEM • FOX 32 27.5+ RHYTHM SWEEP ADJ BOOST 120 mm FORK • DT SWISS HYBRID H1900 35 mm F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET • SRAM NX1 1X11S. DRIVETRAIN • ONOFF PIJA INTERNAL SEATPOST

PRIME R+

FORWARD GEOMETRY
XTRALITE FULL BUTTED ALLOY
FLAT STAYS

 שונים

275+
PRIME +
FORWARD GEOMETRY
XTRALITE FULL BUTTED ALLOY
FLAT STAYS
- 150 kg system weight
- Ø 275+

* Two colors available

PRIME 29
FORWARD GEOMETRY
XTRALITE FULL BUTTED ALLOY
FLAT STAYS
- 150 kg system weight
- Ø 29

* Two colors available

MONDRAKER XTRALITE FULL BUTTED ALLOY FORWARD GEOMETRY • BOSCH PERFORMANCE LINE CX W/POWERTUBE 500 WH BOSCH INTEGRATED BATTERY SYSTEM • ROCKSHOX JUDY SILVER 275+ TK BOOST 120 mm FORK • DT SWISS HYBRID H1900 35 mm F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET • SRAM GX 1X10S. DRIVETRAIN • SHIMANO MT400 203/180 mm BRAKES

MONDRAKER XTRALITE FULL BUTTED ALLOY FORWARD GEOMETRY • BOSCH PERFORMANCE LINE CX W/POWERTUBE 500 WH BOSCH INTEGRATED BATTERY SYSTEM • ROCKSHOX JUDY SILVER 29 TK BOOST 120 mm FORK • DT SWISS HYBRID H1900 30 mm F15X110 / R12X148 WHEELSET • SRAM GX 1X10S. DRIVETRAIN • SHIMANO MT400 203/180 mm BRAKES

* Two colors available
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